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Microresonators on a photonic chip could enhance nonlinear optics effects and thus are promising for
realizing scalable high-efficiency frequency conversion devices. However, fulfilling phase matching
conditions among multiple wavelengths remains a significant challenge. Here, we present a feasible
scheme for degenerate sum-frequency conversion that only requires the two-mode phase matching
condition. When the drive and the signal are both near resonance to the same telecom mode, an on-chip
photon-number conversion efficiency up to 42% is achieved, showing a broad tuning bandwidth over
250 GHz. Furthermore, cascaded Pockels and Kerr nonlinear optical effects are observed, enabling the
parametric amplification of the optical signal to distinct wavelengths in a single device. The scheme
demonstrated in this Letter provides an alternative approach to realizing high-efficiency frequency
conversion and is promising for future studies on communications, atom clocks, sensing, and imaging.
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Introduction.—Coherent frequency conversion proc-
esses between distinct frequency bands are necessary for
a number of classical and quantum optical applications
[1–4], e.g., communication, detection, sensing, and imag-
ing [5–8]. For these applications, we wish to convert the
frequencies of the encoded carriers while leaving the
information essentially unperturbed. Nonlinear optical
processes achieve this goal by compensating for the energy
differences between the carriers while also conserving the
encoded information [9]. In the past decades, such coherent
frequency conversion processes have been experimentally
verified [10–13] and have been applied in a wide range of
devices, including up-converted single photon detectors
[14,15], long-distance entanglement distribution [16,17],
and microwave-to-optical transducers [18–22].
Recently, with the improvement of nanofabrication

technology, integrated nonlinear photonic chips have made
significant technological advances [23–27] and shown
better performances than macroscopic waveguides and
resonators because of the strong confinement of optical
fields and the long lifetime of the optical resonances, which
allow high conversion efficiency, excellent scalability, and
the potential to integrate with other on-chip components.
For example, high-efficiency frequency conversion and
strong coupling between optical modes in distinct wave-
lengths have recently been realized by microring resonators
[28–31]. Additionally, materials with strong nonlinearity
[χð2Þ], such as LiNbO3, AlN, GaAs, and AlGaAs [32–38],
have transitioned on chip for achieving even larger photon-

photon interaction and other promising qubit-free optical
applications [39–41]. Along with the advantages of stabil-
ity and scalability, the photonic chip also holds great
potential for future quantum applications [42,43]. The
main challenge for resonant-enhanced coherent frequency
conversion is the constraints of simultaneously satisfying
energy and momentum conservation for multiple modes at
distinct wavelengths, especially for matching the target
transitions of atoms or other emitters.
In this Letter, we propose a novel method of achieving

resonant-enhanced optical frequency conversion on a
photonic chip via a degenerate sum-frequency process
using a single input mode. Since both drive and signal
are at near resonance with the same telecom mode, only the
two-mode phase matching condition is required in this
conversion, which is flexible for experiments. Through this
scheme, a high photon-number conversion efficiency of
42% is realized, with an FWHM bandwidth of the tuning
range over 250 GHz. Furthermore, in the high-power
regime, we reveal the cross-band frequency conversion
and amplification in a single microresonator, which mani-
fest the advantages of on-chip nonlinear photonic devices
in fundamental research and potential applications.
Principle.—Within a microring resonator composed of

materials with χð2Þ nonlinearity, there are many modes in
the visible and IR frequency bands [33,44]. In general, the
nonlinear coupling between the modes due to the χð2Þ
nonlinearity can be described by the interaction
Hamiltonian [25,44]
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Hχð2Þ ¼
X

j;k;l

gjklðajakb†l þ H:c:Þ; ð1Þ

where aj, bk denote the bosonic operators of the optical
modes, with subscripts j; k ∈ Z as the mode orbit angular
momentum, and gjkl represents the coupling strength.
According to the momentum conservation [28], gjkl is
nontrivial only for jþ k ¼ l. For the telecom and visible
frequency ranges we are interested in, the mode profiles are
similar—thus, gjkðjþkÞ is approximated by a constant g in
the following. For the nondegenerate sum-frequency gen-
eration (SFG), as shown in Fig. 1, we drive one IR mode
with an intracavity amplitude αj. Next, we realize the
frequency conversion by the linearized Hamiltonian [9]
HFC ¼ P

k ðGjakb
†
jþk þ G�

ja
†
kbjþkÞ, which induces coher-

ent coupling between ak and bl of distinct wavelengths,
while Gj ¼ 2g2αj is the stimulated coupling strength.
However, the nondegenerate SFG requires a triply resonant
condition (ωaj þ ωak ≈ ωbjþk

) for energy conservation. In
practical applications for converting the telecom photons to
match the frequency of narrow atomic transition at ωbl , the
stringent triply resonant condition imposes significant
challenges for finding modes that satisfy all requirements.
Instead of demanding matching conditions for non-

degenerate modes in SFG, its degenerate counterpart,
known as second-harmonic generation (SHG), relaxes
the requirements on phase matching and energy matching
(2j ¼ l and 2ωaj ≈ ωbl ) because fewer optical modes
participate in the interaction. However, SHG is not a linear
process, so the conversion is only efficient when the signal
power is high enough. Therefore, we propose to drive the
mode aj near resonance and couple the on-resonance signal
to the same mode, thus realizing the degenerate SFG
(Fig. 1) with the Hamiltonian as

HFC ¼
X

j

ðGajb†2j þ G�a†jb2jÞ; ð2Þ

which indicates a linear signal conversion process.
Experimental setup.—To demonstrate the frequency

conversion by the new scheme, we carried out experiments
by an AlN photonic chip [44–47] with the experimental
setup shown in Fig. 2(a). Our device uses a 570-nm-wide
bus waveguide to couple light into the microrings with a
waveguide width of 1.15–1.25 μm, designed for optimal
SHG. The radius of our microrings is 30 μm and the mode
quality factor at 1560 nm (780 nm) is 1.38×106ð8.74×105Þ
[46,48]. In our experimental setup, a telecom laser is
amplified by an erbium-doped fiber amplifier and divided
into two beams for drive and signal, respectively. The signal
is generated from the laser through an acoustic-optical
modulator (AOM, ∼100 MHz) with the frequency shifted
from the drive laser and is collected by a fiber since the
sideband of the AOM is deflected from the input. Then, both
drive and signal light are combined through a beam splitter
and seeded to the AlN chip through a fiber lens. The
converted signal and the generated SHG light (around
780 nm), as well as transmitted drive (around 1560 nm),
are collected by fiber lens on the output end of the chip,
separated by awavelength division multiplexer (WDM), and
finally collected by photodetectors.
To validate the frequency conversion via degenerate

SFG, we send both drive and signal to the selected mode
and measure the converted signal via a scanning Fabry-
Pérot interferometer at visible wavelength. As shown in
Fig. 2(b), on the background of a strong SHG peak due to
the drive, there is a small peak of about 100 MHz detuned,
corresponding to 22.4 mWand 0.096 mW for the calibrated
on-chip power of drive and signal, respectively. Further-
more, to confirm that the weak peak is caused by the SFG
rather than other effects, we explore the relationship
between the power of the weak peak (PVis) at visible
frequency and the power of the input IR signal (PIR). The
experimental results in Fig. 2(c) are well fitted by a linear
function PVis ¼ 0.346 PIR − 7.9 × 10−4 mW in contrast to
the P2

IR scaling for SHG, in which the slope 0.346 is the
power efficiency and the negligible residual due to the
noise of detector and strong SHG background. The linear
relationship confirms the single-mode frequency conver-
sion mechanism.
Precise frequency tuning.—In a microring resonator, the

small mode volume is beneficial for nonlinear optical
frequency conversion, while it also leads to sparse resonan-
ces that impose challenges in practical applications: the
resonant frequency determined by cavity geometry is usually
different from the wavelength we need, i.e., the target
wavelength cannot match the frequency window (FW) of
the device for high-efficiency conversion. Therefore, for a
useful interface that connects different wavebands, the
precise tuning of FW is demanded. The temperature

Frequency

Nondegenerate SFG

ConversionDegenerate SFG

Frequency

Drive
Signal

Drive
SHG

SFG

FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of the frequency conversion via
nondegenerate sum-frequency generation and degenerate sum-
frequency generation models. Comparing the two schemes, the
degenerate case only requires the phase matching condition
between two modes and produces a second-harmonic generation
signal of the drive that nears resonance with the signal mode.
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dependence of the mode resonant wavelength offers a
convenient way to resolve this problem. Because of the
differentmodedispersionat thevisible (ωb) and telecom(ωa)
bands, the resonant frequencies of two modes will shift at
different rates when changing the device temperature, with
the expression ωaðbÞðTringÞ¼ωaðbÞðTeÞþKaðbÞðTring−TeÞ.
Here,KaðbÞ is the thermal drift coefficient ofmodeaðbÞ,Tring

is the effective temperature of the microresonator, and Te is
the environment temperature of the chip that could be
adjusted by a heater in our experiment, as shown in
Fig. 3(a). The relative temperature difference δT ¼ Tring −
Te ≃ cajαj2 is induced by the optothermal effect in which α
represents the intracavity photon amplitude and ca is the
temperature coefficient of mode a [49,50]. As a result, there
are two approaches to regulate FW: coarse tuning by
changing Te and keeping δT constant, or fine tuning by
the drive light to change δT and the output frequency directly.
So, in experiments,we fixed thedrive power as a constant and
regulated the SFG frequency by changing Te and the
intracavity drive light to characterize the FW tuning ability.
As shown in Fig. 3(b), the SFG signals are generated at

different frequencies within about one cavity linewidth FW
by varying Te while keeping the drive near resonance. As
expected, the central frequency of the FW decreases with
the increasing temperature, with a tuning range of FWover

150 GHz, by changing Te from 25 °C to 65 °C. We note that
the conversion efficiency also changes with temperature,
but the peak conversion efficiency persists in this large
frequency tuning range. Because of the large chip volume,
the precise tuning of the Te is a challenge, and the thermal
response of the whole system is very slow. Therefore, we
adopt the other approach for fine tuning the SFG signal
frequency. As shown in Fig. 3(c), by changing the drive
laser wavelength, the temperature difference δT could be
adjusted precisely by the thermal effects of the microring
resonator. Here, the intracavity drive power reduces with
detuning. Consequently, the FW shows a blueshift as the δT
reduces and the efficiency also reduces. Comparing these
two methods, the first approach allows a large dynamic
range of frequency tuning, while the other approach is
suitable for quick and precise controlling.
In our device, the thermal coefficients Ka and Kb

determine how fast the resonant frequencies shift with
temperature, and their difference δK ¼ Ka − Kb deter-
mines the sensitivity of phase matching to temperature.
To simulate the full frequency conversion bandwidth, we
measure the highest frequency conversion efficiency at
30 mWand also fit the thermal coefficients asKa ¼ −1.8 ×
109 Hz=K and Kb ¼ −3.53 × 109 Hz=K. As shown in
Fig. 3(d), the green dot represents the highest SFG
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FIG. 2. (a) Experimental setup. Optical BS, optical beam splitter; FPC, fiber polarization controller; AOM, acoustic-optical modulator;
WDM, wave division multiplexing. Insert: schematic and SEM picture of our device. (b) Visible output spectra for degenerate SFG. The
strong peak represents the SHG of drive light, and the right small peak corresponds to the converted signal. Inset: the converted signal
probed by the detector with high gain. (c) The relationship between input and output signal on-chip powers. The blue dots are
experimental values, and the red line is a linear fit.
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efficiency, and we set its frequency shift as zero. The
shadow predicts the conversion efficiency we can achieve
by changing Te and shows an FWHM of 257 GHz. At each
Te, the conversion FW and efficiency could be adjusted by
tuning the drive frequency, as shown by the yellow and red
lines in Fig. 3(d). Here, because of the thermal bistability
effect [49], the fine tuning shows a sudden jump of
efficiency when the system achieves the highest efficiency,
and the fine tuning bandwidth varies with the temper-
ature Te.
Cascaded χð2Þ and χð3Þ in frequency conversion.—

According to the physics presented in Fig. 1, the efficiency
of the frequency conversion could be enhanced by the drive
laser. In Fig. 4(a), we tested the on-chip conversion
efficiency against the drive power at optimal working
condition. The black and red dots represent the SHG
and SFG conversion efficiencies, both of which increase
with the drive power and show saturation effects when the
drive power (Pd) exceeds 20 mW. However, when fitting
the experimental results, the SHG agrees with our theo-
retical prediction (black curve), while the SFG cannot be
fitted (blue curve). It is surprising that the best achieved
conversion efficiency, 42%, is about 15% higher than the

prediction (blue curve), which indicates an unexpected
physical process that amplified the signal.
These experimental results could be explained by the

cascaded χð2Þ and χð3Þ effects that indicate the possible
multiple nonlinear optics process in a single microresona-
tor. In the microresonator, not only is the χð2Þ enhanced for
the SHG and down-conversion processes [28,44,45], but
also the χð3Þ is enhanced within the same optical mode.
Therefore, for the drive and signal in the IR mode, two
processes contribute to the parametric amplification of
signal: (i) The degenerate four-wave mixing due to the
intrinsic χð3Þ effect, and (ii) the χð2Þ − χð2Þ processes caused
by cascaded SHG and the down conversion, which induce
an effective χð3Þ process that cannot be neglected when the
conversion efficiency is high [51]. So, there is a modifi-
cation of the Hamiltonian to degenerate SFG as

HCascade ¼ ðGaa†2 þG�
aa2Þ þHFC; ð3Þ

where Ga ¼ g2β þ 2g3α2, and g3 is the vacuum coupling
strength for the self-Kerr effect [52]. The g2β corresponds
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FIG. 3. Frequency tuning. (a) The schematic of the temperature
controlling for the on-chip microring resonators. The environ-
ment temperature ðTeÞ could be controlled by a heater, and the
device temperature ðTringÞ could also be adjusted by drive laser.
(b) The coarse tuning of frequency conversion by Te, with on-
chip input drive and signal powers of about 23 mWand 0.28 mW,
respectively. (c) Fine tuning via Tring by changing the drive
wavelength. In both (b) and (c), the dots are the experimental
data, and the lines are the calculated results based on device
parameters. (d) The prediction of SFG frequency conversion
efficiency for different Te and drive detuning. The zero frequency
detuning corresponding to the optimal conversion (∼40%), and
the input on-chip drive power is 30 mW. The pink line presents
20% efficiency, which indicates an FWHM of 257 GHz. The red
and yellow lines represent the typical results for fine tuning under
different Te (16 K and −16 K away from optimal temperature,
respectively).
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FIG. 4. Cascaded nonlinear effect in frequency conversion.
(a) The conversion efficiency of SHG and SFG. The dots are
experimental data, and the lines are theoretical predictions. The
black line represents the SHG efficiency, the blue dash line is
based on the SFG model without cascaded nonlinear effect
modification, the purple dash line represents the prediction by
including the χð2Þ − χð2Þ processes, and the red solid line
represents the theoretical results for the full model that includes
both χð2Þ − χð2Þ and intrinsic χð3Þ effects. (b) Our nonlinear
process model with cascaded effect and the detailed transmission
spectrum at infrared band for degenerate SFG with drive power of
32 mW, which corresponds to the shadow region in (a). The small
arrows represent the gain via the cascaded process. (c) The
prediction of the required drive power for achieving 100%
conversion efficiency for different g2, with g3 ∝ g22 correspond-
ingly and all other parameters are from the actual device. (d) The
parameter dependence between the conversion efficiency and the
external coupling rates κa1; κb1, with all other parameters from
the actual device. The drive power is 50 mW.
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to the χð2Þ − χð2Þ effect, i.e., the effective χð3Þ process, with
β being the SHG field of the drive laser. 2g3α2 represents
the intrinsic χð3Þ effect. For the IR mode, the two χð3Þ
processes are stimulated by the drive, amplify the signal,
and generate idle light simultaneously, as schematically
illustrated in Fig. 4(b). Therefore, the cascaded effect of the
χð3Þ processes and the degenerate SFG would induce an
amplification of signal in SHG mode when realizing the
frequency conversion, and the amplification is non-negli-
gible for high drive power [Ga=Gb ¼ Oð1Þ]. By including
these cascaded nonlinear effects, the experimental results
are explained well by the red curve in Fig. 4(a). To further
verify the cascaded nonlinear optical processes, we mea-
sured the output spectrum using the Fabry-Pérot interfer-
ometer with Pd ¼ 38 mW. As expected, we find an
additional idle peak on the left side of the drive SHG
light, with the frequency being symmetric with the SFG
signal, as shown in the black circle in Fig. 4(b). This weak
low-frequency peak corresponds to the idler SFG. Here, the
on-chip drive power and conversion efficiency of Fig. 4(b)
correspond to the shadow part of Fig. 4(a).
Because of the power limitation in our setup, the

amplification effect is not strong enough and only generates
a relatively small peak. To further explore the influence of
the cascaded nonlinear effect in our experiment, we
simulate the parameter dependence of conversion effi-
ciency. As shown in Fig. 4(c), we scale g2 ∝ 1=

ffiffiffiffi
R

p
and

g3 ∝ 1=R, with the R representing the radius of the
microring [54], to study their relationship with conversion
efficiency. With the g2;3 increasing, the power required to
achieve 100% conversion efficiency decreases rapidly. The
green pentacle in Fig. 4(c) indicates the parameters of our
actual device. Although the coherent coupling between
optical modes could be enhanced via increasing the g2;3 or
the drive power, so that the strong coupling in which the
stimulated coupling strength (Ga) exceeds the cavity line-
width (κa) could be experimentally achieved [28,30,55],
greedily pursuing stronger coupling is not beneficial for the
frequency conversion. Thus, we studied the dependence of
conversion efficiency on the external coupling rates
κa1; κb1, while keeping the intrinsic loss rate κa0; κb0 fixed,
because the intrinsic loss rates are mainly determined by
the material itself and the fabrication technique, while the
external coupling rates could be adjusted by changing the
device geometry. The results are plotted in Fig. 4(d), which
show that the highest conversion efficiency is over 100%.
These results indicate that by optimizing external coupling
rates and intrinsic nonlinear coupling strengths, we can
realize a highly efficient frequency conversion for cross-
band signal amplification.
Conclusion.—A highly efficient frequency conversion

was achieved via a degenerate sum-frequency process, with
a maximum conversion efficiency up to 42% and a
frequency tuning bandwidth over 250 GHz for efficiency
exceeding 20%. The demonstrated degenerate SFG scheme

is feasible for a wide range of devices and materials and
thus allows the realization of highly efficient frequency
conversions for future quantum communications, atom
clocks, and sensing applications. Further, we demonstrate
the cascaded nonlinear effect and the induced amplification
of the converted signal in the same microring resonator,
which reveals the advantage of integrated chips in fre-
quency conversion and deserves further investigation.
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